Original KNK, Maxx, Groove-e, Eagle: Use test button on KNK or create a small shape.

Use Knife Point mode and
set origin in the lower right
corner of the material.

Start with conservative settings. Refer to a
similar material in the Suggested Cut Settings Table for your KNK model.

Zing/Zing Air: Create a small shape or pick a shape from test cut menu.
Maxx Air: Use test button unless more than one pass will be needed… then create a
small shape.

1.
Perform the
test cut.

Cut was clean!
Cut was mostly clean but had some
tearing and/or crumpling
Check cutting
mat for cut
lines.

There are cut lines
in the mat.

Retract the
blade a tiny bit.
Return to 1.

There are no cut lines
or very faint lines.

If you have an intricate
project, you may wish to
repeat using a partial section of the project. Otherwise you are done!
Record your settings!

Check cutting
mat for cut
lines.

There are cut lines
in the mat.

Partial cut (cut through in some spots
but not in others)

Did not cut the test shape. Did not
cut through the material.

Increase force (by 20 on orig. KNK, by
10 on other KNK’s). If you’ve already
repeated several times, you might want
to try setting Multi-cut to 2 (or higher on
dense materials)
Return to 1.

Increase force (by 20 on orig.
KNK; by 10 on other KNK’s). Also
increase blade exposure by ~1/4
turn.
Return to 1.

There are no cut lines or
very faint lines.
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Retract your blade
~1/8—1/4 turn.
Return to 1.

Try one or more of the following:
 Decrease the force.
 Make sure the mat is clean and sticky.
 Try a different blade in case current one is chipped.
 Material could need drying out.
Return to 1.

